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1. HOS CONCURS PARA 1 KEP PLAN TO INSTRUCT ARTIME TO SPEED UP TRIP.

2. HIS HOTEL RESERVATION PARA 2 KEP KUSCOA HAS MADE ARRANGEMENTS FOR ROOM IN NAME OF GEORGE L. RINGO. ARTIME SHOULD STAY AT RESERVATION DESK THAT HE WOULD LIKE TO PICK UP THE RESERVATION FOR GEORGE L. RINGO AS IF HE WERE MR. RINGO. NO REGISTRATION WILL BE NECESSARY, AND THE KEY WILL BE TURNED OVER TO HIM. THE OTHER PRISONERS WHO WILL MEET ARTIME CAN PHONE HOTEL ASKING IF MR. RINGO HAS ARRIVED YET AND THE NUMBER OF HIS ROOM. THEY CAN THEN PROCEED DIRECTLY TO THE ROOM WITHOUT STOPPING AT THE DESK.

(EPL OF MESSAGE)

WH Comments: Mrri suggested that trip of Artime be stepped up to enable him to proceed directly from Robin to arrive N.Y.C. 31 March.